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Career
Video 9:

Before doing a career reading we want to know the motive behind asking
about our careers.

Usually we’re looking for a way to support our lives, so money, power 
dynamic, where we are in a social order, what it enables us to do, prosperity 
and poverty conscious can all be involved.

All of these are going to be hidden in the threads of the weave we’re putting
together, or, at least, we’re following into the conscious universe. What are 
we influencing? What influences us? How are we showing up in the Realm 
of Form.

5-card reading:
What can the counsel tell us about prosperity and how you get there? 

 Card One (W of HR): ‘The Prison Waif ’. – reminds us about poverty
 consciousness and tells us that we can and we do, often self-sabotage
 and fall into poverty consciousness. Little angel in image of the card
 is looking down and doesn’t realize that she can leave at any time. 
 Have to remember that the Law of Abundance is always there. It’s 
 telling us that if we want a prosperous life we have to shift  
 our perspectives.

Q.
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 Card Two (W of A): ‘‘Birth and Rebirth’. – says you can overcome this.
 You can rise above any situation at any time. You are never stuck, if 
 you choose and desire to get out of it. 

 Card Three (Enchanted Map): ‘Home’. – are you at home in your 
 skin? This is about integrity, authenticity, your uniqueness, being
 and feeling like you belong. You cannot belong anywhere if you don’t
 belong to yourself, if you don’t belong to Spirit. Your path and map
 to prosperity includes, is inspired by, this sense of home and it’s
 essential for you to consider.

 Card Four (WOTO): ‘Higher Power’. – Remember your higher power.
 The material world is manifested through the veils of the invisible. It
 is in the Realm of Spirit that we begin our journey, not the  
 Realm of Form.

 Card Five (TGT): ‘Queen of Air’. – this is about how we think.
 Setting healthy boundaries, strong self-esteem, calculated and true
 decisions, clear communication, well organized, and a wordsmith.
 (Refer to guide-book for affirmation).

Whenever you want to ask about anything, get into the observer position,
tune in to any one of your counsel. Jump in as there’s nothing to be afraid 
of. Sit and Journal.

You’re going to find out you don’t just have one friend, you have lots!
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